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Acid Rain:Activitiesfor Science Teachers
The authorsof this articlewere participants
in the Science,Technologyand PublicPolicy
program of Carleton College, Northfield,
Minnesota55057.The projectwas developed
as part of a course entitled "Science,
Technologyand PublicEducation"taughtby
Rodger Bybee. Eric Johnson, a former
biologyteacher,coordinatedthe projectand
provided technical assistance for the activities. The other authorswere students in
the class. We wish to acknowledgethe Sloan
Foundationand CarletonCollegefor support
of this project.

The activities in this article were
designed for use individually, as a
supplement to an existing curriculum, or as a complete unit on
acid rain. Most activitiescan be used in grades 7-12. In some cases
they may be too complicated for
middle/juniorhigh school students.
In other cases the activities can be
used at any level includingcolleges.
In all cases, science teachers will
have to make minor adjustmentsin
terms of their curricula, schools,
and students. We decided to
organize the activitiesin a way that
represented a good introductionto

concepts related to acid rain. The
following
organization
is
suggested:
1) Sources of Acid Rain: Sulfur
Oxides
2) Effectsof Acid Rain:Materials
3) Effects of Acid Rain: Soils
4) Effects of Acid Rain: Seeds
5) Effects of Acid Rain: Life Cycle of Fruit Flies
6) Effects of Acid Rain:
Ecosystem
7) Effects of Acid Rain: Local
Environments.
Eachactivitybegins with an overview followed by scientific

When we try to pick out anything by
itself we find it hitched to everything
else in the universe.
-John Muir

background and societal implications. Next we list majorconcepts,
objectives and vocabulary, then
materialsand procedures for completion of the activity.Finally,there
are questions, discussions, and extensions. There is both a structure
and a flexibility for the various
lessons.
We found the study of acid rain
to be arnexcellent example of John
Muir's quotation. Studying acid
rain, one soon finds it is connected
to everything from the elements to
ethics.

ACTIVITY1: A SOURCEOF ACID RAIN: SULFUROXIDES
Activity Overview
A demonstrationillustratespossible
connectionsbetween the sulfurfound
in most fossil fuels and the acid eventually detected in the precipitation
over many parts of the world. The
demonstration and discussion takes
one-half class period.
Science Background and Societal
Implications
An important aspect of the acid
precipitationproblemis the water incorporation of oxides produced by

combustion and subsequent acid formation. The basic chemistry of this
process is given below.
S(S) + 04)

SO2 + H20(i) -H2SO3

-S02()
-

2H
z 4 + SO%a

sulfurousacid

One step which occurs in the atmosphere, not represented by the
demonstration,is the oxidationof the
sulfur from the plus four to a plus six
oxidationstate. Whetherthis occursin
the
gaseous
state
(SO2
1/202 - S03) or after dissolution
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+
(SO3

+ 1/202-SO4)
is not clear. In any
case, it should be mentioned that
sulfuric (and not sulfurous) acid actually occurs in acid precipitation.
In the discussion, point out the
sources of sulfur dioxide as
represented here by the burning of
sulfur, sources such as volcanoes,
power plants, industry, metal
smelting, and transportation.Make
the pointthatthe gases(SO2or S03)
can travel long distances before and
after dissolving in water, i.e., in
clouds.
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Materials
* Sulfur 1-2g
* Ordinary clear glass bottle
with cork (1 liter is a convenient
size)
* Bromcresol purple indicator
solution
* Deflagratingspoon
* Bunsen burner
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1414-748-5125W
M962B~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,,

Procedures
*It is advised,andin some states required,that the instructorand students
wear eye protectionduring procedures
suchas thisdemonstration
involvingflame
or acid.
1. If a one literbottle is being used,
add about200mlof distilledwaterand
5-6 drops of indictor. The solution
should be gray in color indicating a
pH of about 6. If this is not the case,
a few drops of dilute NH4OH to a
yellow solution or dilute aceticacid to
a purple solution will adjustthe solution to the proper pH.
2. Fill the deflagratingspoon with
sulfur (one gram) and heat over a
Bunsen burneruntil it ignites. Insert
the spoon with burningsulfurinto the
bottle and insert the cork (cut a notch
in the corkfor the deflagratingspoon).
3. After the sulfur has burned out
it may be necessary to swirl the solution in orderto dissolve sufficientgas.
This occurs in much the same way
that a swiftly moving stream will
dissolve more oxygen than standing
water. The indicator will change to

.

_.

yellow at a pH less than six.
Other Suggestions:

1. Placing white paper under and
behind the bottle will make the color
change more visible.
2. If oxygen is available, for example from a welding shop, filling the
bottlewith oxygen and leavingit corked until the burningsulfur is inserted
will produce a spectaculareffect. The
sulfur will burn with an impressive
blue flame and will burnmuch longer
than under a normal atmosphere.
Questions,
Discussion,
and
Extension
Review the chemistry involved in
the demonstration. Be sure to make
the connection between the
demonstration and the formation of
acid precipitation.Discussion should
include natural and anthropogenic
sources of sulfur oxides.
Repeat the demonstration adding
granite chips one time, limestone
chips another time. Point out the influencelocalrockformationscan have
on the pH surface waters.

ACTIVITY2: EFFECTSOF ACID RAIN: MATERIALS
Activity Overview
Thisdemonstrationshows the effect
of a strong acid on selected materials.
The demonstration and discussion
take one-half class period.
Science Background and Societal
Implications
For as many samples as possible
describe the reaction through
equations.
Examples:
+ H2O
CaCQ*)+H2SO7-CaSO< + CCOg

limestone

marble
Zn(s) + H2SO4(aqrZZnSO4(aq)
+ H2(g)

The reactions or3M H2SO4 are in
some cases quite dramatic.Fortunately, it does not rain 3M (pH 0), but
rather an approximately1,000 times
more dilute solution. It should be
discussed that this more dilute solution will have the same effect given a
sufficiently long period of acidic
precipitation.You might point out to
the students that millions of dollars
are spent each year for the restoration
of materialscorrodeddue to acidrain.

Thisdemonstrationshows the direct
effects of sulfuric acid on materials.
Sulfuric acid also has the ability to
dissolve certain naturallyoccurring
compounds of heavy metals. These
heavy metals can, in solution, have
theirown effects on living organisms.
These effects are considered by some
to be more harmfulto aquaticlife than
acid precipitationitself.
Major Concepts
* Acids (sulfuric and nitric) have
pronounced effects on some
materials.
HOW-TO-DO-IT
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Student Objectives
After this activity students should
be able to:
* Identify the sources of acid rain;
* Describethe chemicalprocessthat
produces acid rain.

Triarch ... Prepared

e;

Bausch &. Lomb Academic HSM
verticle & inclined microscopes, B & L
Academic STZ zoomscopes.
->

Major Concepts
* Acid rain forms through the
chemical combination of sulfur
oxides (and nitrogen oxides) and
water;
* Burning fossil fuels is the
primarysource of sulfur oxides.

Vocabulary
acid
acid rain

Triarchslides are sold-inallistates of the
-UPion,all Provinces of Canada,and more than
30 foreign countries. Customercomments

* Acid rain corrodes many human
materials such as statues and
buildings.
Student Objectives
Afterthis study students should be
able to:
* Describethe influenceof acids on
materials.
* Describethe effectsof acidrainon
human structures.
* Relateconcentrationand duration
to the extent that acid is harmful.
Vocabulary
concentration
duration

heavy metals
metals

Materials
* 1 - 3M H2SO4in droppingbottles
* Watchglasses, petri dishes, or
small beakers
* Various materials-some good
choices are: concrete, marble, or
limestone; metals such as zinc,
aluminum, or copper; paper;
fabric(colored and white, cotton
and synthetic); and leaves. Also
ask students to bringmaterialsof
their own.
Procedures
Placesamplesof the materialsin differentwatchglasses.Drop a few drops
of the sulfuric acid solution on the
samples. Letstandfor severalminutes
and record any observations.

Questions,
Discussion,
and
Extension
Have the students describe the effects of acid on different materials.
Duringthe discussion,review the differentlevels of pH involvedin the acid
used as compared to acid rain. Point
out the variables of time, materials,
and pH in the problem. The activity
can be extended by examiningthe effects of differentacids, pH, times, and
materials. You can also have the
students identify any local materials
that may have been corroded due to
acid rain. Headstones, statues, and
building facades are good places to
begin this investigation.

Activity Overview
The effects of acid rain on soils are
examined by simulating naturalconditions in the laboratory.The activity
demonstrates the relationship between soils and water and the effects
of this relationship on other parts of
the ecosystem. The estimated time is
two class periods.
Science Background and Societal
Implications
As the pH of rainwateris lowered,
severalreactionstakeplace in the soil.
The pH of the soil will decrease as it
absorbs the acidic rainwater. Important soil nutrients, such as
phosphates,becomemore solubleand
are leached from the soil along with
some soil minerals, such as iron,
aluminum, and calcium.
The consequences of having these
substances in the soil or water vary
greatly.Aluminumin wateris toxicto
plantswhile phosphorusis a fertilizer.
A lower pH in the soil will favorsome
plants and be detrimentalto others.
The water which has been altered
by the soil leaching then gets into
other areasof the environment.Some
will enter the groundwater system
while some will run off into streams
and rivers.As this watertravelsit will
carry with it chemically altered
sediments which will become part of
the soil downstream. As the water
enters wells and drinking water
systems it can contaminatethem with
the leached minerals.
As the composition of the soil
changes, new types of plant communitiesemerge and crops may be af-

fected, probablyrequiringmore fertilizer to keep the same yields.
Streamsand riversare alreadysuffering fromgreateramountsof dissolved
materials. Polluted groundwater affects humans directlywhen it reaches
wells used for drinking. Processing
may be required to make contaminated water usable.
Major Concepts
Soils are affected by water which
runs over and through them. Water
can add to the soil or take nutrients
from it through leaching. Some soil
nutrients are leached more easily
when the pH of the water is lowered.
* Waterwith leachednutrientsand
mineralsaffectsother areasof the
environment.
* Soil which has been leachedis different and has different
capabilitiesthan it did before.
Student Objectives
After this activity students should
be able to:
* Define soil leaching.
* Describethe effects of chemically
altered soils.
* Describethe effects of chemically
altered water in various parts of
the environment.
* Demonstrateacid rain effects on
soils in a laboratorysimulation.
Vocabulary
groundwater
leaching
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nutrients
soils

Materials
Each student or group of students
should have:
* 20 g of sodium phosphate or
potassium phosphate
* Stand with dropping pipets or
other containers for measuring
titrationamounts
* Beakers
* Cans with metal screen bottoms
which will hold soil, but allow
water to pass through
* Ring stand support for cans
* Several liters of water of pH 5.5
and pH 4.0
* Bucket for catching water drained from cans
* Soil samples
* Soil acidity test kit

Procedures
1. In one beaker dissolve about 10
g of phosphate in water of pH 5.5
which is approximatelyequal to normal rainwater. Record exactly how
much wateris requiredto dissolve the
sample by reading the pipets.
2. Repeat the procedurefrom step
1 using water of pH 4.0 instead of pH
5.5 in order to simulate acid rain.
Recordthe amount of water required
to dissolve the phosphate.
3. Fillthe screen-bottomedcan with
5-8 cm of soil. Test the soil acidity.
4. Run waterof pH 4.0 throughthe
soil sample until there is a change in
the acidityof the soil. The amount of
waternecessaryto effecta change will
vary depending on where the soil
sample was taken. Soils which have
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ACTIVITY3: EFFECTSOF ACID RAIN ON SOIL

developed beneath pine trees, for example, will be more acidicthan those
developed beneath deciduous trees.
5. Note the visible changes in the
waterwhich has been run throughthe
soil sample.
and
Discussion,
Questions,
Extensions
Afterthe activity,have the students
considerthe effectsof soil leachingon
all partsof the environmentincluding
forests, croplands, groundwater,
streamsand rivers,and areasthrough
which these streams and rivers run.
Rememberthat water which initially

affects one area will eventually affect
other areas too.
You might discuss how much time
would be requiredto create a change
in the soil acidity of your area. Use
your data from the experiment and
the value for average rainfallin your
area.
The activity could be extended in
the following ways: The soil sample
tests lacka controlfor the experiment.
Differences between normal rainfall
and acid rain can be tested by running water of pH 5.5 and water of pH
4.0 through separate samples. Have
students gather soils from different

areas and compare test results. Soils
from forests, lawns, drainageditches,
and various fields of crops may all be
different.
Determinephosphate changes over
time by first testing to see how much
phosphate is in your soil sample with
a soil test kit. Then relate that information to your experimentalresults
and your rainfallvalues.
Performsolubility tests on nitrates
or other soil nutrients.
Use the alteredsoils fromyour tests
in a terrariumand examine changes
in plant growth.

Activity Overview
Students investigate the effects of
acid rain on seed germinationby conducting an experiment with bean
seeds, or locallyavailableseed, under
varyingpH conditions.The estimated
time for this activityis one classperiod
to organize groups and set up the experiment. Then, take a few minutes
at the startof every otherclass (forapproximatelytwo weeks) to water and
measure seed growth, and to record
data on individual and class groups.
Finally,there should be a class period
to summarize results and prepare
reports.
Science Background and Societal
Implications
The ability of a plant to germinate
depends on breakingdormancywhich
includes: the softening of the protective seed coat, the chemicalchange of
starch to usable sugars, and the
stimulation of growth of the young
plant. Justlike people, plant seeds depend on proper conditions such as
temperature, light, and moisture to
germinate,grow, and reproduce.Acid
rain, however, has the potential to
bring about an imbalance of these
conditions necessary for seed
germination.
Major Concepts
* Seed germination is dependent
upon proper conditions of pH.
* Increases of acidity due to acid
rainmay inhibitseed germination
and plant growth.

Student Objectives
Afterthe activitystudentsshould be
able to:
* Measurethe growthof bean seed.
* Record data on an individual
graph and on a class graph.
* Draw the bean seed before seed
germination and each day that
growth measurementsare taken.
* Make a bulletin boad display
(summary graph) of individual
graphsonce completedincluding
their final drawing of seed
germination.

* Comparedatato establishthe optimum pH for the germinationof
a bean seed.
Materials
* Petri dish
* 4 bean seeds (preferably seeds
grown locally: alfalfa,pea, bean,
etc.)
* Water solutions ranging in pH
from2-7 (boilingwill be necessary
to drive off CO2and raise pH to
7).
* Rainwater(optional)
* Absorbent paper towels
* Transparentmetric ruler
* Graph paper
* Colored chalk or magic markers
Procedures
Preparationof bean seed:
1. Assign each student a pH solution to "water" their bean seeds. A
couple of students should be assigned distilled or rainwaterfor a control.
The class as a whole should represent
increments on a pH scale ranging
from 2-7.

2. Cut four paper discs the size of

a petri dish from the absorbentpaper
towel.
3. Dampenthe paperdiscs with appropriatepH or rainwatersolution.
4. Place two discs at the bottom of
the petri dish.
5. Measure the seeds and average
them.
6. Arrange seeds in the petri dish
and cover with the two remaining
paper discs.
7. Replace lids on petri dish and
label with student name.
8. Eachstudent should hypothesize
in writing what they believe will be
the ideal pH.
Preparationof Graph:
1. Obtaina piece of 8" x 11" graph
paper.
2. Set up graph as follows:
Horizontalaxis, age of seed in days;
Verticalaxis, length of seed in mm.

Procedures for Alternate Days:
The students will be taking
measurements of seed growth and
recordingdata on individualand class
graphs.
1. Takingmeasurements and plotting data on individual graphs:
a. Remove lid from petri dish.
b. Sketch the shapes of the four
seeds. Note the color of the
seeds.
c. Use transparent ruler to
measurethe straightlength of
seeds.
d. Takethe averagestraightline
length increaseand plot it on
HOW-TO-DO-IT
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ACTIVITY
4: EFFECTS
OFACIDRAIN:SEEDGERMINATION

ting each pH record data on

the board using code color
that represents pH used.
(example: a pH of 3 is
represented by the color
green; a pH of 7 is represented by the color purple).
d. After a few recordings have
been plotted, students should
draw a line connectingpoints
of the same pH.
and
Questions,
Discussion,
Extension
Have class gather around the completed glass graph. What appears to
be the optimal pH solution for
successful seed germination and
growth?Theleastideal?How does the
local rainwaterused compare to the
other pH solutions used? From the
data expressed on the class graph,
what pH do you think the rainwater
has? (Test it!) What impact on local
crops might an increasedrain acidity

have? Do you think there is a reason
for concern?
Each student should prepare a
report which includes:
a) Brief description and purpose of
experiment;
b) Data collected,
individual
graphs, and seed drawings;
c) Analysis of individual class
results:
1) Ideal pH
2) Least favorable pH
3) Comparison of rainwater to
other pH solutions.
d) Discussion questions: What impact on local crops might an increased acidity have? Do you
think there is a reason for
concern?
e) A concrete example of how acid
rain and its effect on seed germination could have an effect on
food crops grown in the nearest
agricultural area.

ACTIVITY5: EFFECTSOF ACID RAIN:LIFECYCLEOF FRUITFLIES
Activity Overview
In this activity the students investigate the effects of varying levels
of acid mist on egg, larval, and pupal
stages in the life cycle of Drosophila
mnelanogaster.
The teachercoordinates
a researchprojectfor which different
teams of students accumulatedata on
aspectsof the problem.All the student
teams report their results at a scientific meeting. Students are then confronted with the task of summarizing
the results across the entire research
effort. Finally,there is a discussion of
recommendations for other experiments and recommendations
based on accumulateddata. Estimated
time for the project is two weeks.
Science Background and Societal
Implications

Conceptsrelativeto acidrainshould
have been developed priorto this activity. The design of the activity is
such that students gain gome
understandingof scientificinvestigation using the life cycle of a simple
organism and the problem of acid
rain.

Some of the problems related to
scientific inquiry are modeled in the
activity. Design of experiments,
separation and control of variables,
observing, graphing, and reporting

data are all aspects of the activity.
There is another dimension that
teacherscan introduce. Science is an
enterprise that accumulates and
evaluates new knowledge. And, this
is often done at scientific meetings.
Having each group of students study
one small part of the problem and
share their results can help the
students gain a betterunderstanding
of science.
We have extended the activity
beyond the mere reportingof results.
Citizensarerequiredto act on the best
informationavailableon a given problem. Often the information is not
clear, and seldom does it provide all
the answers. Students are asked to
make recommendationsfor the controlof acid rainbased on the available
information.Essentially,they are asked to determineharmfullevels of acid
precipitationfor one organism. The
lack of clarity of data, the fact that
lower phyla organismswere studied,
and the weight or strengthof evidence
in decisionmaking will become evident in the final stages of the activity.
The need, ways, and means to
monitorproblemssuch as acid rainin
orderto avoid a large-scalecrisisis an
importantsocietal implicationof the
activity.
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Major Concepts
* The effects of logarithmic differences in acidity.
* Susceptibilityof different stages
in the life cycle of fruitflies to acid
precipitation.
* Separation and control of
variablesin scientificexperiments.
* The influence of chronic low-inin the
tensity
changes
environment.
* Limitingfactors in the life cycle.
* Effects of lethal and sublethal
doses of a pollutant.
* Science progresses through the
accumulationof information.

Student Objectives
After this activity students should
be able to:
* Use the processes of scientificinvestigation, specificallyto:
-Design an experiment with a
suitable control and single
variable;
-Observe changes;
-Record data;
-Report data to fellow students;
-Analyze significanceand limitations of class results;
-Suggest the next logical
experiment.
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your graph. (It is important to
plot the increase of seed
growth because seeds are different lengths before gernmination takes place.)
e . Make sure paper towel is still
moist. If not, add more pH
solution (be sure pH solutions
are not mixed).
f. Replace lid on petri dish.
2. Class graph: Constructed on
chalk board or large piece of vvhite
construction paper on visible wall or
throughout
board and saved
experiment.
The graph should use same layout
as individual graphs.
a. Assign each pH a particular
color (chalk or magic marker).
b. More than one student may
be experimenting with the
same pH solution. These
students should average their
results of seed length.
c. Have one student represen-

SAMPLESTUDENTDATA TABLE-Activity5
pH =

Day

1

2

3

4

5

Adult-

Pupa

Larva

Egg

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
% Sur-

viving

Adult #

Egg#
Petri Dish

1

_

2
3

Use X to indicate spraying schedule

4
5

Vocabulary
pH
life cycle stages
egg
larva
pupa
adult
viability

lethal dose
control
variable
quantitativedata
lethal
sublethal
scientificmeeting

Materials
* Petri dishes-5 per lab group
designated as follows:
Control with no added water;
Controlwith pH 7 water (boiled
and cooled) sprayed;
Experimentalwith assigned pH
sprayed during the egg stage;
Experimentalwith assigned pH
sprayed during the larval stage;
Experimentalwith assigned pH
sprayed during the pupal stage.
* Nutrientagarpreparedwith standard materials
* Simple grid to simplify counting
* Stock acid solutions (sulfuric or
nitric)of pH 2.6, 3.6, 4.6, 5.6, and
7.0 in plastic spray bottles
* Data tables and graphs drawnby
students prior to collecting data

Procedures
(Note: A step-by-step and daily sequenceareindicated.)We recommend
beginning on a Monday, spraying
containers through the 13-day life
cycle.
Day 0

1. Gather five nutrientfilled petri dishes and
labeleach appropriately (see materials).
2. Introduce a fertilized
female Drosophilato
provide eggs. Leave
female in dish for 24
hours.
3. Prepare stock solutions and adjust
sprayers to give
uniform amounts of
mist.
Day 1
4. Remove
female
Drosophila and use
grid to help count the
number of eggs in
each petri dish.
Record numbers.
5. Spray appropriate
solutionsinto one control and first experimental petri dish
to simulatea lightrain.
Days 2, 3 6. Repeat step 5.
Days 4-7 7. Spray appropriate
solution into the 2nd
experimental petri
dish to simulatea light
rain.
Days 8-11 8. Spray appropriate
solution into the-third
experimental petri
dish to simulatea light
rain.

Day 12

9. Count and record the
number of adult
Drosophilain each of
the five petri dishes.
10. Divide the number of
adult Drosophilasurvivors by the original
(day0) numberof eggs
to obtaina percentage
of survivors under
your pH conditions.
11. Have
the
class
simulate a scientific
meeting at which each
group will report its
data and learn about
the researchof fellow
scientists.Reportdata
to class indicating
which stage was most
affected by your
simulated acid rain.
12. Suggest what experiments should be
done next to learn
more aboutthe effects
of acid rain on
organisms.

Questions,
Discussion,
and
Extension
The discussion of student work can
be based on:
1. A standard lab report.
2. Participation in the scientific
meeting.
3. Suggestions on the next steps
needed to further study acid
precipitation.
4. Participationin an optional second set of experimentsbased on 3.
5. Extensionand elaborationof this
study to the scale of a science fair
project.
This experimentalapproach could
be expandedin many ways including:
HOW-TO-DO-IT
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* Use data analysis in making a
recommendation on what standards should be set as tolerable
limits on acid precipitation.
* Use the Drosophilalife cycle to
represent organisms generally
that have varying sensitivity to
acid precipitation during their
lives.
* Describeobservableeffectsof acid
rain on organisms.
* Calculatelogarithmicdifferences
in pH scale.
* Identify difficulties in making
decisions based on scientific
information.

SAMPLE CLASS DATA TABLE-Activity 5
% Egg Survival
pH

% Larval Survival

% Pupal Survival

7

6.6
5.6
4.6
3.6
2.6

5. Observe organisms daily to note
sublethal effects such as differences in
activity patterns or levels.
6. Expand the number of acid solutions in the range this experiment
shows to be harmful. Try to more
specifically pinpoint a critical or lethal
concentration for each stage.

Reference
DEMEREC, M., and KAUFMANN.
1965. Drosophilaguide. Washington,
of
D.C.: Carnegie Institute
Washington.

ACTIVITY6: EFFECTSOF ACID RAIN: ECOSYSTEMS
Activity Overview
A simplifiedversion of a freshwater
pond ecosystem simulates the effects
of acid precipitationon the interrelationships among organisms. The
students experience the interaction
between abiotic(nonliving)and biotic
(living) factors, and the biological
magnificationof ecosystemstress. The
concepts of this activity relate to
human pollution or natural
catastrophic events that change the
abioticenvironment,the generalinterrelationships that make up the food
web, and energy flow through an
ecosystem. The ecosystem should be
set up one week in advance for
populationsto grow and stabilize.The
experiments take half an hour for
obsErvationsand additionof acid, and
should be repeated each class period
for about two weeks.
Science Background and Societal
Implications
Acid rain stresses and eventually
may change ecosystems in various
ways. This activityinvestigatesthe effects on the ecosystem as a whole.
The abiotic changes in the
ecosystem,such as loweringof the pH
level, depend on the bufferingcapacity of the soils and rocks. Carbonate
rocks and soils have bufferingcapacity great enough to offset acid inputs,

whereas noncarbonate rocks, such as
granite, have no buffering capacity. If
pH level decreases, many abundant
nutrients and minerals essential to the
biota are released from soils and rocks.
Acidification rates may differ depending on the season. For example,
acidified snow collects all winter with
little effect on the environment.
Spring runoff, however, can multiply acidity in streams and ponds by 100
times within a few days to pH values
lethal to aquatic organisms.
The biotic portion of ecosystems
evolves toward a dynamic equilibrium
with its abiotic portion. The biotic portion can be viewed as a self-regulating
system based on dynamic feedback
with cycles of producers, herbivores,
carnivores, and decomposers. pH
changes that exceed the threshold
level for organisms to function, grow,
and reproduce normally lead to severe
imbalances and possible death of an
ecosystem.
Metals
and other
essential
micronutrients,
most
notably
aluminum and magnesium, can be
stored within organisms. As usable
energy is lost in each step of the food
web, or energy pyramid, the metals
become further concentrated in the
organisms. For example, the release of
aluminum from the soil and rock inhibits the growth of plant roots and
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affects plant productivity. The herbivoresin turnfeed off the producers,
concentratingthe aluminum in their
tissues which results in abnormally
low reproductiverates and increases
birth defects. The carnivoresfurther
concentratethe metalwith even more
severe effects: Aluminum can clog
gills and graduallysmotherfish. Alternately,increasesin nitrogencausedby
acid raincan lead to explosive growth
of some plantspecies, especiallygreen
and blue green algae. This plant
growth decreases ecosystem diversity and multipliesthe numberof dead
organisms consumed by aerobic
bacteria,therebyincreasingbiological
oxygen demand. Consequently,some
fish will not be able to live in the
oxygen-depleted water and the
chemicalcyclingof the ecosystem will
be seriouslyimpairedor collapse.Subtle changes in the acidity of an
ecosystem can be biologically
magnifiedto have greatrepercussions
on the biotic community.
Society must recognize the
synergistic effects of acid rain on an
ecosystem. In making political and
economic decisions concerningsulfur
and nitrogen producers, it is not
enough simply to study the effects of
increased acidity on fish. Ratherit is
necessaryto study the resultingeffects
on population and health of both the
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1. Use of other species of flora and
fauna.
2. Changing a second factor such as
temperature or light to test for
synergistic effects.
3. Vary the amount or frequency of
simulated acid precipitation.
4. Use different acids but the same
pH range.

plants the fish consume and the birds
which consumethe fish. Thereforethe
holisticapproachpresentedin this activity is needed for a realisticview of
the outcome of acidification.

Student Objectives
After this activity students should
be able to:
* Define ecosystem, biotic, abiotic.
* Describe the biological manfication of acidity.
* Describethe changes due to acid
rain on organismsand the subsequent effectson the food web and
ecosystem balance.
* Describethe interactionbetween
abiotic and biotic factors.
Vocabulary
ecosystem
abiotic
dynamic equilibrium
acid shock
energy pyramid
biological
magnification food web
herbivores
biotic
micronutrients
buffering
producers
capacity
carnivores
Materials
* 4 lighted terraria covered with
wire screen.
* Washedgranitepebblesor quartz
sand to line the bottoms of 3
terraria.
* Washed limestone gravel to line
the bottom of 1 terrarium.
* 1 lb. plant fertilizer, should contain nitrogen, phosphorus, and
other micronutrients. (Available
locallyat garden/hardwarestores)
* Aluihinum Sulfate
* Distilled water
* 50 pieces pH paper
* Sulfuric acid
* Nitric acid
* Ice cube trays

Stirringrod
2 L beaker
100 ml graduated cylinder
One of the following producers:
herbivore, carnivore
* Combinationsfor all 4 terraria:
1. green algae mayfly and
pond snail
and/or tape
grass
water sow
2. same as
above
bugs
midges
(larvae)
mayfly
3. same as
dermestid
above

waterboatman
and/or musk
turtle
fish (a quickly
reproducing
species such
as guppies)
damselfly
praying
mantis

Procedures
Set up a week in advance:
1. Set up 4 terraria with an appropriate amount of gravel (3 with
granite or quartz and 1 with
limestone) and water. Add the fertilizer and aluminum sulfate and
check for normallake pH acidity (7.0
- 6.0 pH), since some fertilizing
chemicals can make water acidic. If
pH has become acidic, crush and
powder some limestone gravel and
add it to the terrarium.Introducethe
species to their appropriatemicroenvironment. Label the terraria
"#1-Control," "#2-Low Buffering
Capacity," "#3-High Buffering
Capacity," and "#4-Low Buffering
Capacityand Acid Shock."
2. First class preparation:
Make a 2 L solution of sulfuricand
nitricacidto a pH of approximately4.2
(pH of rainwaterin the Ohio Valley
and parts of the AppalachianMountains). Freeze 200 ml of the acid solution in ice cube trays. Groupstudents
for each terrarium#2-#4. Informthe
studentsaboutthe preparedacidsolution and about the terraria'sdifferent
abiotic environments. Have them
make a table in their lab notebooks
similar to the one illustratedbelow:
Make4 posterboard-sized
tablesand
post them near the terrariumthey
represent.
3. Repeatthe following every class
perioduntil observableresults areobtained (about 1-2 weeks): Have the
students:
a) observe their terrariumand
terrarium#1;
b) test for pH with pH paper;
c) recordtheir observationsinto
the table in their notebooks.
Also have them fill out their
classroom table each day so
other groups can shareobservations in developing their
hypotheses.
Terrarium#1: Sprinkle 40 ml of
distilled water over the terrarium.
Recordthe datain the classroomtable.

Terraria #2 and #3: Have the
students measure out 40 ml of the
preparedacid solution and sprinkleit
over their terraria.
Terrarium#4: Have the students
measureout 40 ml distilledwater,and
sprinkle it over their terrariumfor
threeclass periods.Have the students
add the ice cubes to the screen on the
fourthclass period. Forthe remaining
class periods have the students again
measure out 40 ml of the distilled
water and sprinkle it over their
terraria.

and
Discussion,
Questions,
Extension
Have the students constructgraphs
of 1) pH; 2) acid added to their terrarium;and 3) producer, herbivore,
and carnivore populations, all with
time on the horizontal axis. Ask the
students: What similarities and interactions,if any, do the graphshave
with each other? What changes, if
any, occurredin the interrelationships
among producers, herbivores, and
carnivores?Did terrarium#1 respond
differently from your terrarium?
(Remember the differences in the
abiotic environment of the two terraria.)Whatreal-lifeecosystems does
your terrarium represent? Make a
generalstatementaboutthe effects of
acid rain on the ecosystem.
Lead a class discussion to further
develop students' hypotheses and to
share results of the differentgroups.
As an extension of the activity, the
students can do a reporton the actual
ecosystem such as one near their
home. In the report, identify any
energy pyramids or elements of the
food web. Find out the buffering
capacity of the abiotic environment.
Use the locallibrary,teacher,and local
Agricultural Extension Service as
resources.Fromall they know, predict
the results of acid rain with the acidity amountsused in your experiments.
Set up additionalterrariarepresenting different abiotic environments.
One model of a typical environment
would use limestone gravel and acid
ice cubes. Or, increasedailythe acidity of the acid water added to the terrarium. Or even filter a gas engine's
exhaust,empty a measuredamountof
the filtered particulates to the terrarium daily, and use only distilled
water for watering the ecosystem.
Have the students try to design other
models. Incorporatethese additional
terrariain the activity.
HOW-TO-DO-IT
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Major Concepts
* Acid rain stresses the relationships among organisms and the
interaction between abiotic and
biotic factors. Bufferingcapacity
of the abiotic portion of the
ecosystem and the organisms'
level on the energy pyramidhelp
determine the effects from acid
rain.
* Micronutrientsreleased in excess
from rocks and soil due to acid
rain can be toxic and increase in
concentrationas they follow up
the energy pyramid.
* Episodicinputs of acid solutions,
termed acid shock, have more
dramaticeffects than chroniclow
concentrationinputs.

*
*
*
*

SAMPLETABLE-Activity 6
1

Day

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2
1
2
3

1
2
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Interrelationships
among
producers,
herbivores,
and carnivores
Comparison with
terrarium#1
pH of water
Volume of
acid added

ACTIVITY7: EFFECTSOF ACID RAIN:LOCALENVIRONMENTS
Activity Overview
Students investigate their immediate surroundingsfor possible influences and evidence of acid
precipitation.Materialsare collected
from local environments such as soil,
lake water, rainwater, or snow.
Students become aware of possible
acid precipitation problems in their
areaand, at the end of the lesson, they
write a letter to their Congressional
representatives. The estimated time
for the activity is two class periods.

Science Background and Societal
Implications
The degree to which acid precipitation is destructive differs in various
areas of the world. Among many factors which influenceacid precipitation
probabilityand vulnerabilityare the
type and extent of industrialproduction in the region and the neutralizing capacity of the soil or bedrock.
One can test the extent of acid
precipitationin one's own area starting with a map of the United States
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which displays general areas of
greatestvulnerability.Afterdetermining the degree of vulnerabilityin the
area, several actual tests of the surroundings can be performed. These
tests synthesize the activities of the
previous lessons and aid the student
in understanding that significant or
measurable acid precipitationcould
currentlyor in the near futurebe present in the local environment.
Effectsof acidprecipitationthreaten
our environment. Classroom education is one means of increasingpublic

awareness. Preventive action is
necessary immediately if we are to
save our local lakes, forests, crops,
and wildlife from subtle effects or, in
some cases, destruction by acid
precipitation.Throughacid precipitation activities,individualscan become
more aware of their immediate surroundingsand begin to develop a concern for their environment.This type
of education is a good start toward
universal environmental awareness
and appreciation.

Student Objectives
After this activity students should
be able to:
* Describe areas in the United
Stateswith greatestand least acid
precipitationsusceptibility.
* Discuss reasons why areasof the
United Statesvaryin theirdegree
of susceptibility.
* State four possible problems of
acidprecipitationin the localarea.
* State factors influencing the
degree of acidprecipitationin the
local area.
* Discuss reasons why the public
should be better informed of the
acid precipitationproblem.
their
with
* Communicate
representativesin Congress.
Vocabulary
neutralizingcapacity
susceptibility
vulnerability
Materials
If accessible,studentsshould collect
the following near their homes:
* Rainwater
* Lake or pond water
* Soil

* Snow
* Otherwet or dry desposition(student's choicedependingon area.)
* pH paper
* Acid solution (pH = 4)
Procedures
1. Place a map of U.S. on an overhead projector(see p. 239) and distribute a worksheet with the map and

c. Use pH paper to determine
pH of the collected water.
This is the pH of your soil.
Questions:
a. What is the pH of your soil?
b. How does this number compare to that of three
classmates. Is there a difference?If so, to what extent?
d. State two reasons why your
soil pH might differfromthat
of your classmates.
e. Consider the first investigation on the pH for the rainwater of your area. In what
way, if any, is this rainwater
affecting the acidity of your
soil?
2. Test the neutralizingcapacityof
your soil:
a. Measure 1/4 cup of acid solution and confirm that pH is
4.0.
b. Pour the acid solution
through a column of soil set
up in the same way as above.
3. Determine, with pH paper, the
pH of the solution in the bottom
container.
Questions:
a. What is the pH of the acid
solution before washed
through soil?
b. What is the pH of the
washed-through solution in
the bottom container?
c. If the pH increases, the solution has become less acidic
and therefore the soil does
have a neutralizingcapacity.
If the pH remainsthe same or
decreases, the soil does not
have a neutralizingcapacity.
d. Does your soil have a
neutralizingcapacity?
e. What might cause a soil to
have a neutralizingcapacity?
f. Whatmight be some harmful
effects of acid soil (no
neutralizingcapacity)in your
area?
g. Considering the pH of your
rainwater,could your soil be
healthywithouta neutralizing
capacity?
ThirdInvestigation:Is the lake or
pond water in your areaacidic?Does
it have a neutralizingcapacity?
1. Use pH paper to determine the
pH of lake or pond waterin your
community.
Questions:
a. What is the pH of the lake or
pond water?
b. How does the pH of this
water comparewith that of a
healthy lake or pond?
HOW-TO-DO-IT
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Major Concepts
* Acid precipitationis an important
current environmentalproblem.
* Certain areas of the country are
more susceptibleto acidprecipitation than are other areas.
* Differences in susceptibility are
due mainly to the amount of industry in the area and the
neutralizing capacity of the
bedrock.

questionsfor this activityon it. (Questions appear periodicallythroughout
this activity. They should be written
up and given to the students to fill in
as classroomdiscussion takes place.)
2. Place overlay with areas of
highest susceptibilityin the U.S. colored on top of the map. Have the
students color in these blocked-out
areas on their own maps.
3. Discuss the following questions
from the worksheet:
a. Accordingto the map, which
parts of the country are
most susceptible to acid
precipitation?
b. Accordingto the map, is acid
precipitation currently destructive in your area?
c. Why might one area of the
country be more susceptible
to acid precipitation than
another area?
4. The following activities are
designedfor the studentto test for the
possibilityof acid precipitationin the
local area.Have the students perform
whatevertests are appropriatefor the
area. All students should do the concluding discussion worksheet.
Whatis the pH of
FirstInvestigation:
your rainwater? Is your rainwater
more acidicthan "normal"rainwater
(whichis slightlyacidicdue to natural
causes)?
1. Use pH paper to test your
rainwater.
2. What is the pH of your
rainwater?
3. How does your rainwater pH
compare to that of "normal"
rainwater?
4. Compare the pH of your rainwater to that of three other students
who live in differentneighborhoods.
Do you find a difference in pH?
Describe these differences.
6. Why do you think your rainwater is or is not very acidic?
SecondInvestigation:Is the soil in
your area acid? Does it have a
neutralizingcapacity?
1. Determine the pH of your soil:
Materials:
* 1/2 cup boiled distilled water
(pH = 7)
* Soil from area
a. Place soil in a plastic column
with smallnetting on the bottom to allow water through.
Place a container under the
column to catch the water.
b. Pour 1/2 cup boiled distilled
water <*iroughthe column
with soil; dirty water should
collect in the bottom
container.

b. How does the pH of your
meltwatercomparewith that
of your rainwater from the
first investigation?
c. Discuss reasons why snow
meltwater might be more or
less acid than rainwater.
d. Fromyour data, what conclusions can you make about
what time of the year you
might find your lakes and
soils the most acid?
FifthInvestigation:Write a letter to
your CongressionalRepresentativeexplainingthe possibilitiesfor a problem
with acid precipitationin your areas.
Include in your letter some suggestions for what we as a nation can do
to lessen the threat of acid
precipitation.

Yes, I want to join,
become a memberof,
and contributeto:
The

Acid Rain
Foundation

Questions,
and
Discussion,
Extension
1. Discusscauses and effectsof acid
precipitationin your area.
2. Based on what we have discussed and observed, what can you say
about possible future environmental
problems due to acid precipitationin
your area?
3. If you were to choose an area of
the country you wished to farm,
where would you life? Why?
4. Answer question 3 for a good
fishing location. Why?
5. Whatcan you as an individualdo
to help lessen the problem of acid
precipitationin your area?
6. Discuss reasons why and how
the public should be better informed
of the acid precipitationproblem.
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c. Do you think that this lake or
pond is too acidic?
d. If the water is not too acidic
and the rainwateris known to
be acid, what might be some
factorsinfluencingacid in the
water.
e. Considercharacteristicsof the
areaaroundthe lake or pond,
(e. g., forest, farmland,
bedrock). How might these
factorsinfluencethe acidityof
the lake or pond water?
FourthInvestigation:
Does acid snow
occur locally?
1. Melt your snow in a container.
2. Determine the pH of the
meltwater.
Questions:
a. Whatis the pH of your melted
snow?

